Agenda

• Updates since IETF-109
• Next steps
Updates since IETF-109

• Chair announced WGLC for draft-ietf-rift-applicability on 2020-12-10
• Comments received from Linda Dunbar [Genart], Tommy Pauly [Tsvart], Mike McBride [Rtgdir], Samita Chakrabarti [Iotdir], Watson Ladd [Secdir] are addressed and reflected to ver-04.
  • https://www.ietf.org/rfcdiff?url1=draft-ietf-rift-applicability-03&url2=draft-ietf-rift-applicability-04
  • Mass editorial text optimization
  • New chapters added:
    • 4.15. IoT Applicability
    • 5. Security Considerations
Next steps

• Finish WGLC?
• Welcome comments
Thank you!